
Suburban League Teams 
 
Entries for 2023 Championships are due on Saturday, July 22nd. 
You must email entries to the entry coordinator.  Email your entries to Bill at billfaucett@live.com 
You will have 3 days to fix or update entries. 
Updates and corrections are due Monday, July 24th, by 5:00PM. 
 
If you are unsure of how to prepare your entries electronically, be sure to get help BEFORE 
they are due. Call or email Bill for help or ask another experienced user. 
 
 
Reminders; 
 
The first official day of the Championship meet is the scheduled day for Diving, Wednesday July 26th. 
Swimmers and Divers MUST compete at their event age on the first official day of the meet. 

THERE IS NO SWIMMING UP AT CHAMPIONSHIPS. 
THERE IS NO EXHIBITION SWIMMING AT CHAMPIONSHIPS. 

 
ALL entries, individual and relay, MUST have an Entry Time. No Times Entries (NT) are NOT Accepted. 
 
If you receive exception reports from your entry file, they will include any entries where ages do not match the 
event age or entries with “No Entry Time” or swimmers who are entered in too many entries. These entries will 
have to be redone to include an entry time representative of the swimmer's capability (current result or a 
coach’s estimate) and/or entries to the proper event/age. 
 
Entry reports will be provided of all entries which were accepted. 
 
Each Team may enter ONE (1) Relay entry per event (“A” Relays ONLY), up to a maximum of 8 relay teams. 
Be certain to include swimmers of the correct ages, as all relays are ladder relays. 
NAMES DO NOT HAVE TO BE INCLUDED IN YOUR RELAY ENTRIES. 
Use Relay Cards to enter swimmer's names and submit them to the computer table at the meet. 
 
You will have 3 days to resubmit updated entries. Psyche sheets will be posted AFTER all updates. 
 
Look carefully at all entry reports to be certain all your entries made are correct and complete. 
If ANYTHING needs to be changed, send a COMPLETE New Entry File, via email, by 5:00pm on the deadline 
date. No further changes will be accepted after the deadline. 
 
ALL ORIGINAL ENTRIES WILL BE REMOVED BEFORE IMPORTING THE UPDATE. 
 
For Session 1, the IM’s and 200’s, there will be scratch sheets provided. 
 
The rest of the meet, Session 2, will be Pre-Seeded and no changes to the program will be made. 
 
If any additions (deck entries) to the meet are made, they must be made as follows; 
 
The swimmers COACH (not parent, etc.) must make the request to the Meet Referee. 
The entry will be accepted if the swimmer has not exceeded the maximum allowed entries and if there is an 
empty lane. NO ADDITIONAL HEATS WILL BE ADDED. 
 
Please be certain that your coaches and swimmers are aware of the championship meet rules. 
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